POLYTECHNIC STUDENTS VISITED
“Shiv om brass industries”
Jamnagar; 1 April, 2017:
Hundred students came from
government polytechnic Jamnagar to visit Shiv-om Brass factory on
25 March. They came for industry visit to gain knowledge practical
things beside their theoretical knowledge. They were from different branch like mechanical, electrical
and electronics .The actions started from our company premises at 9’o clock in the morning after
refreshment, they were being rotated inbound logistics, the entire valuestream, R&D department,
quality department, outbound logistics as well as packaging department. The motive of the
management was to give the best possible knowledge within the time constraint to all of the students.
So, Company provided instructor batch wise for the benefit of the students to make knowledge
sharing both way. In inbound logistics grade of material, LPC check points, JIT, kanban, pull system
etc were instructed to them after that they entered to production line. Here they were being told about
the production process and various VMC, CNC, traditional cam operated machines.
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The Production supervisor gave knowledge about the PDCA, SFMC,poka -yoke, VSM, VSD, fault
detection, Andon and issues about the process. Also management conducted some hands on training
for the betterment of the students. After having lunch from office canteen they assembled in quality
department. In quality they came to know with some updated measuring instruments like profile video
inspector, radiation detecting instrument, profile projector and so on. Then they entered to Outbound
Logistics and packaging department .Here the persons showed them how they monitor orders,
leveling, the packaging standards etc. Management kept also a suggestion and review session for the
student so they could tell about their experience and gave valuable review for the benefit of the
Company .So at the end of the visit the students cherished their nice experience about the company
and they told they will feel very honour if again they get chance to visit this company.
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